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FEATURES  

AUTOMATIC DEPLOYMENT SYSTEM   
No more manual pushing and pulling on a pool cover. Just push the button.   
  
NO TRACKS REQUIRED  
The Covers in Play Auto Pool Reel patent pending design deploys the cover over the 
water in constant alignment by using edge guides in the deployment system. They 
ensure smooth and repeatable rolling of the cover on and off the reel and years of 
hassle free service life.  
  
ELECTRICALLY DRIVEN   
With a simple push of the button the Cover will automatically cover or uncover the pool. 
Low voltage motors automatically wind and unwind the cover on the main reel, 
replacing the manual cranking of older systems. All electrical components are encased 
in protective housings.   
  
THERMAL BLANKET COVER 
The Covers in Play Thermal Covers are made from  thermal cross linked polyethylene 
foam that is laminated with 5 mil poly top surface. It is pool chemical and UV resistant. 
The blankets have superior strength and durability and are resistant to tearing, 
puncturing and ripping. The Thermal Cover comes with its own 3 year warranty.  
  
SAFETY KEY 
Added safety is ensured with the use of a safety key to power up the system. It will not 
power up without it.  
  
ADJUSTABLE EDGE GUIDE ARMS 
The adjustable Edge Guide Arms allow the main reel to sit back from the pool edge as 
required to account for any contour of the coping. 
  
EASY ASSEMBLY  
The Main Reel is made from telescoping aluminum tubes that adjust to fit the pool 
width. These tubes are simply attached to the End Supports and ready for connecting 
the Cover. 
  
END SUPPORT WHEELS 
Each End Support can be rolled into position on the pool deck independently at the 
edge of the pool coping prior to locking in final position. The wheels at each end also 
allow the Auto Pool Reel to roll out of the way when not in use. 
  
SECURE INSTALLATION  
The Covers in Play Auto Pool Reel system is secured to the pool deck to ensure 
smooth operation and safety under all conditions. The End Support locking system can 
be easily disengaged to move the system away for maintenance, deck cleaning or end 
of season storage.  

      ADDITIONAL ADVANTAGES  

 Reduces cleaning time by keeping dirt and debris 
out of the pool. 

 Allows for continued, repeated use, with ease of 
operation. 

 Contributes to pool yard aesthetics, by rolling up 
on a reel. 

 Solar/Thermal blanket saves on your heating 
costs 

 Trackless system allows free and clear coping 
areas around pool deck 

 Use your existing cover  

 
COVERS in Play designs, manufactures automatic pool covers and retractable enclosures, featuring innovative designs and automated systems that are unique in the industry. 

COVERS in Play products are designed to the highest engineering standards for all climatic conditions resulting in the highest quality systems in the industry. Each system is 
engineered to ensure safety and ease of use in a graceful and elegant system. Only the highest quality materials are used to ensure reliability, durability and extended service life.   

 Contact us to learn how you can "Enjoy Life - Inside and Out"!™ 

 Phone:  905-882-7049    

Email:  info@coversinplay.com 
  

www.autopoolreel.com 

	




